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I'm thrilled to
support Will. He’s

not only hard-working,
kind and caring, he’s

also passionate about
our environment and

ensuring we have a proper
democracy, where people's views
properly inform decision-making.

-Cllr Adrian Fullam, St Thomas

“

“

Picture on
itsway

I used to vote
Labour but

grew to dislike
their inconsistency
on fair wages for the
NHS, stance on Palestine/Israel
and people who are LGBTQ+. I
want to vote for a party with

consistent policies on issues I care
about so joined the Lib Dems.

- Siobhan, Exwick
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“
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The Conservative Government has ignored
Exeter for years.
They have broken our NHS, caused a cost of living crisis
and failed to tackle rampant sewage dumping. With only
two councillors in the whole constituency and falling far
short last time, the Conservatives cannot win in Exeter.

Local Lib DemWill Aczel is determined to get a
fair deal for our area.
Will is campaigning to save our NHS, end sewage
dumping, tackle the climate emergency,
make taxes fairer, reform the
broken voting system, and
much more. Will listens
and fights for change.

Labour have taken Exeter for granted for years.
They continue to waste taxpayers’ money at the City
Council, refuse to listen to different views, and need to be
pressured to do the right thing.

THECHOICE IS
CLEARHERE:

Nowmore than ever, people
deserve a fair deal.

Every vote for Will Aczel and the
Lib Dems is a vote to elect a
strong local champion with fresh
energy, perspectives and ideas
who puts Exeter's people
and our environment before
private profits and dogmatic
party politics.

“Exeter is my home - I’m determined
to get our city the fair deal we deserve.”

Will was brought up, lives, and
works right here in Exeter.
He deeply cares about the
issues we face. This is borne
out by his tireless campaigning
and hundreds of doorstep
conversations.

Whether it’s his daily litter-
picking, fundraising for local
homelessness charities, work in
Exeter’s independent food sector,
or speaking up for his
community, Will is passionate
about making Exeter a place
where we can all thrive.

If, like Will, you care deeply about
a fair deal for our NHS; ending
the sewage scandal; rapidly
shifting investment from fossil
fuels to renewables and
insulation; standing up for
international justice; and,
electoral reform to transform our
politics for good: vote for real
change. Vote Will Aczel for Exeter.

Find out more about Will and his
campaigns, including about
buses, bins, and sewage:
exeterlibdems.org.uk/
willaczelforexeter

WILL ACZEL

Will running the Great
West Run in May 2024.
Exeter needs an MP who
will do things for the city.



WILLACZELThe Liberal Democrat
vision for A Fair Deal

From Exeter andfights for Exeter

A fair deal for ourNHS

A strong local voice for Exeter

Action plan to end the sewage scandal

We need Exeter's voice in London, not
London's voice in Exeter. Local champion
Will Aczel will be a hard-working
constituency MP who fights for our fair
funding. Schools in Exeter receive £460
less per pupil than the national average!
Whilst other regions get electric buses
and trains, Devon is stalling. Electrification
reduces running costs and air pollution.

Fair access to good public services and a strong social safety net.

A flourishing environment, with fair access to nature for all.

A strong United Kingdom and a fair international order.

A truly fair democracy, where everyone’s rights are respected
and individuals and communities are empowered.

A fair, prosperous and innovative economy that promotes
opportunity and wellbeing.

The Lib Dems are the ones with the action
plan needed to clean up our waterways.
We will ban water company bonuses, give the
regulator real teeth, and make water firms
public benefit companies - forced by law to
put environmental principles before profit.

9.7 million people are waiting for
treatment, an appointment or test. Will will
work hard to put the right incentives in
place to make the NHS as cost-effective as
possible. This includes emergency funding
to tackle poor ambulance response times,
reforming the broken dental contract, and
training and hiring more permanent staff.

Our political system is broken. We have
seen in the last few years that unless we
transform it, we won’t get the changes to
our health services, economy, and
environment we need.

Liberal Democrats want to empower
communities to drive decision-making
and to hold those with power to account.

Electoral reform will make Parliament
and councils more representative and
accountable.

We also want everyone to thrive, through
a strong social safety net:
● free adult social care
● free primary school lunches
● removing the two child benefit cap
● building 150,000 social homes a year
● making big companies pay their fair share.

Well-insulated homes, clean waterways and air should be basic in
the 21st Century. Lib Dems provide hope for a brighter future.

Sign up to help at: LibDems.org.uk/Volunteer
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